In this paper, we study and characterize the structure of Green's relations in BQ − Γ-semigroups, i.e., Γ-semigroups in which the bi-ideals and quasi-ideals coincide.
Introduction and preliminaries
In 1981, Sen [18] introduced Γ-semigroups as a generalization of semigroups and ternary semigroups. Many classical notions and results of the theory of semigroups have been extended and generalized to Γ-semigroups. In 1956, Steinfeld [20, 22] introduced the notion of quasi-ideal for semigroups as a generalization of the one-sided ideal. Several results on quasiideals have been obtained, see for example [1, 2, 13, 14, 15, 21] . Some of them were extended to Γ-semigroups in [11] . In fact, the notion of biideal was given earlier by Good and Hughes [6] . It was actually introduced in 1952. Green's relations for semigroups were introduced by Green in a paper from 1951 [7] (cf. [4] ). Green's relations for Γ-semigroups [3, 5, 16, 12, 17] , play an important role in studying the structure of Γ-semigroups as well as in case of the plain semigroups. In this paper, we study and characterize the structure of Green's relations in BQ − Γ-semigroups, i.e., Γ-semigroups in which the bi-ideals and quasi-ideals coincide. We will show that an H-class contains an irregular element only when it consists of exactly that element. Also, we will show that in a BQ − Γ-semigroup M , an element a ∈ M is regular if and only if it is quasiregular. We will also show that if M is a BQ − Γ-semigroup M and a, b ∈ M with aDb and R a < R b and L a < L b , then a and b are regular. Finally, we show that in a BQ − Γ-semigroup M any irregular D-class is either an L-class or an R-class.
We introduce below necessary notions and present a few auxiliary results that will be used throughout the paper.
In 1986, Sen and Saha [19] defined Γ-semigroup as a generalization of semigroup and ternary semigroup as follows: These examples show that every semigroup is a Γ-semigroup and Γ-semigroups are a generalization of semigroups.
A
Other examples of Γ-semigroups can be found in [8, 9, 10, 19, 17] . For non-empty subsets A and B of M and a non-empty subset Γ ′ of Γ, let AΓ ′ B = {aγb : a ∈ A, b ∈ B and γ ∈ Γ ′ }. If A = {a}, then we also write {a}Γ ′ B as aΓ ′ B, and similarly if B = {b} or Γ ′ = {γ}.
Let M be a Γ-semigroup and A be a non-empty subset of
A is called an ideal of M if it is right and left ideal of
An element a of a Γ-semigroup M with at least two elements is called zero element of M if aγb = bγa = a, ∀b ∈ M and ∀γ ∈ Γ and it is denoted by 0.
For each element a of a Γ-semigroup M , the left ideal M Γa ∪ {a} containing a is the smallest left ideal of M containing a, for if A is any other left ideal containing a then M Γa ∪ {a} ⊆ A and this ideal is denoted by (a) l and called the principal left ideal generated by the element a. Similarly for each a ∈ M , the smallest right ideal containing a is aΓM ∪ {a} which is denoted by (a) r and called the principal right ideal generated by the element a. The principal ideal of M generated by the element a is denoted by (a) and
Let M be a semigroup and Γ be any non-empty set.
This example implies that the class of quasi-ideals in Γ-semigroups is a generalization of quasi-ideals in semigroups. In [5] , the authors defined the Green's equivalences on Γ-semigroup as follows:
, aHb ⇔ aLb and aRb, aDb ⇔ aLc and cRb for some c ∈ M .
H-class structure of BQ − Γ-semigroups
Definition 2.1. Let M be a Γ-semigroup and a, b ∈ M . We define now the following equivalence relation B in Γ-semigroup M as follows:
It is clear that aBb ⇔ B(a) = B(b). In the same way we have aQb ⇔ Q(a) = Q(b).
We denote B a the B-class containing a.
Definition 2.2.
The class of BQ-Γ-semigroups will consist of those Γ-semigroups whose sets of bi-ideals and quasi-ideals coincide. 
Theorem 3.1 implies the following propositions. Proof. Let a ∈ M be a quasi-regular. We will show that every element of L a is quasi-regular. Dually, every element of R a will be quasi-regular, and the result will then follow for D a .
It is easily seen that B(a, b)
Assume that a is quasi-regular, then a = aα 1 uα 2 aα 3 v = sγ 1 aγ 2 rγ 3 a for some u, v, s, r ∈ M and γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 , α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ∈ Γ. Let x ∈ L a . If x ̸ = a, then there are t 1 , t 2 ∈ M such that a = t 1 β 1 x and x = t 2 β 2 a. We then have x = t 2 β 2 a = t 2 β 2 sγ 1 aγ 2 rγ 3 a = (t 2 β 2 sγ 1 t 1 )β 1 xγ 2 (rγ 3 t 1 )β 1 x and x = t 2 β 2 a = (t 2 β 2 a)α 1 uα 2 aα 3 v = xα 1 uα 2 (t 1 β 1 x)α 3 v = xα 1 (uα 2 t 1 )β 1 xα 3 v, hence x is quasi-regular. The result now follows.
Lemma 3.6. Let M ∈ BQ. An element a ∈ M is regular if and only if it is quasi-regular.

Proof. If a is regular, then there exist
If a is quasi-regular, a ∈ M ΓaΓM Γa and a ∈ aΓM ΓaΓM . But aΓM Γa is a bi-ideal and since M ∈ BQ, aΓM Γa is a quasi-ideal. Therefore, a ∈ (aΓM Γa)ΓM ∩ M Γ(aΓM Γa) ⊆ aΓM Γa. Whence a is regular.
By Lemma 3.6 it follows the following:
Then M is regular if and only if M is quasi-regular. 
Definition 3.8 ([5]). Let
M a Γ-semigroup. If L a and L b are L-classes containing a and b of a Γ-semigroup M respectively, then L a ≤ L b if (a) l ⊆ (b) l (or equivalently: M 1 Γa ⊆ M 1 Γb). Then " ≤ " is a partial order in M/L which
Proof. Since aDb and R
Thus by Theorem 3.9, a is regular which is impossible. Therefore, we must have either aΓM 1 
Using Proposition 3.10 and Proposition 3.11 we get: Assume that u ∈ R a \{a} and v ∈ L a \{a}, 
